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Abstract

Many scienti�c and engineering disciplines, through physical measurements or computa-

tional simulations, generate large scale three-dimensional data sets. Both the physical size

and the computational resources needed to render these data sets present a challenge to

current rendering architectures and techniques.

The Fujitsu AP1000 has the memory capacity and the processing speed to render large

three-dimensional data sets at interactive or near-interactive speeds. A parallel version of a

volume renderer has been implemented using a ray-casting technique on this architecture.

The two key issues in implementing this technique on a distributed memory, MIMD machine

such as the AP1000 are the work and data distribution. To perform the data distribution,

a distributed virtual memory for volume data is used. The importance of utilizing the data

coherence that is inherent in volume data is demonstrated through the analysis of several

case studies.

1 Introduction

Many scienti�c and engineering disciplines generate large masses of data describing the variation

of quantities as a function of position within a three-dimensional volume. This data can originate

from physical measurements or computational simulations, and from a wide variety of research

areas including atmospheric studies, medicine, astrophysics, and geophysics. A volume data

set consists of quantized values of one or more scalar �elds that have been sampled at positions

throughout a three-dimensional volume. The sampling can be performed on a regular or irregular

grid, with data set sizes ranging from kilobytes to gigabytes. These large masses of data are

too complex to be understood by examining the relationships between individual data values.

Visualization, the process of translating data from a numeric to a visual form, can be of immense

assistance in the process of understanding that data.

The size and number of volume data sets that are being produced today, and will be pro-

duced in the future, present a challenge to current rendering architectures and techniques. The
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increasing size of scienti�c simulations and the demand for interactive visualization drive the

need for better and faster algorithms, as more and more researchers use visualization techniques

to steer their simulations and explore their results. One solution to this problem is to use scal-

able, massively parallel architectures to perform the visualization tasks. By using a scalable

architecture, increases in the size and number of the volume data sets can be dealt with by

scaling the architecture with the problem size.

Two of the most common techniques for visualizing three-dimensional scienti�c data are

volume modeling and volume rendering [20]. Volume modeling is the creation of geometric models

of areas of interest within a three-dimensional volume, such as an isosurface. An isosurface is

analogous to a contour line on a map|it has the characteristic that the �eld value is the same

at all points on the isosurface. Isosurface display is particularly useful in situations where values

of the scalar �eld can be related to discrete classi�cations of the material being represented, for

example, di�erent tissue types in a medical Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) image.

Volume rendering is the process of generating an image directly from the volume data without

the generation of an intermediate geometric model. Typically this is done by mapping the data

values in the volume to the color and opacity of an imaginary semi-transparentmaterial, and then

rendering an image of this material. Data values of interest can be assigned high opacity values

and a speci�c color to highlight their location within the volume while other data values can

be assigned low opacity values to reduce their visual importance. It is also possible to render

geometric and volumetric primitives together, allowing the inclusion of geometric primitives

such as coordinate axes and other reference objects. This technique is useful for displaying

relationships between areas of interest that are not well de�ned in a geometric sense. It is also

useful for displaying the volume around areas of geometric interest, such as the volume near an

isosurface.

The implementation described in this paper is restricted to the rendering of volumes that

are sampled on a regular grid. Although volumes of this type are the simplest form of a three-

dimensional volume, they are common in many scienti�c disciplines. To render such a volume, a

volume element, or voxel, is de�ned to be the region of space de�ned by eight mutually adjacent

data values from the volume data set. The voxels that a�ect each pixel in the image are

determined, and the e�ects of those voxels are integrated (from front to back or back to front)

to obtain the �nal color of each pixel. How this integration is performed is the key di�erence

between the various volume rendering techniques reported on in the literature.

In this paper, it is assumed that the �eld is sampled �nely enough that a simple interpo-

lation will give a good approximation of the original function. This minimizes the subjective

interpretation placed on the data by any higher order interpolation functions that may or may

not apply to the data being observed. A sample value can be obtained from any location within

the volume by performing a trilinear interpolation along each of the three coordinate axes of the

volume between the eight data values that surround that sample point.
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2 Related work

Volume rendering is a very computationally intensive process, requiring large amounts of mem-

ory, disk, and computing resources. Scienti�c simulations or physically measured data can

generate a large number of data sets, each of which in itself can be large. Most of the research

performed to date concentrates on high speed (interactive and near real time) rendering of

moderately large data sets, enabling scientists to interactively explore and steer their scienti�c

experiments. This is a very important factor in making volume rendering a useful tool to the

scienti�c community.

Several algorithms have been developed for direct rendering of 3D volume data sets. Pro-

jection techniques [6, 24, 25] are object space algorithms, processing a voxel at a time and

determining how each e�ects the �nal image. Each voxel is projected onto the image plane and

scan converted to determine its contribution to each pixel that the projection covers. These

techniques impose a depth order on the voxels in the volume and render them from front to

back or back to front. Ray-casting techniques [24, 18, 23] are image space algorithms, and

determine the e�ect of the entire volume on a given pixel before processing the next pixel in

the image. The e�ect of a volume on a pixel is determined by casting a simulated light ray

through that pixel and into the volume. As a ray traverses the volume, it is sampled at either

regularly or irregularly spaced intervals. Sample values are computed by trilinear interpolation

and integrated along the ray to determine the �nal color for the ray and therefore the pixel.

Special purpose architectures can be used as visualization servers to deal with the dramatic

increases in the size and the number of data sets that are being produced by the scienti�c

disciplines of today [22]. Recent research into special purpose architectures for visualization

includes: the development of special purpose architectures for volume rendering [16, 15], the

development of volume rendering algorithms for special purpose graphics architectures [26],

and the development of volume rendering algorithms for general purpose parallel architectures

[3]. Using a scalable, massively parallel architecture provides a exible and powerful means of

supporting many users at one time, obtaining interactive rendering rates, as well as being able

to deal with data sets that are both large in number and size.

Especially pertinent to this research was the work performed by Challinger [3]. Challinger

implemented both the projection and ray-casting volume rendering techniques on a shared-

memory multiprocessor, the BBN TC2000. The projection technique did not scale well with the

number of processors used, due to the overhead generated by the synchronization requirements

necessary to satisfy the voxel ordering criteria. The parallel implementation of the ray-casting

technique scaled relatively well, with the use of globally shared memory and load imbalance

for a large number of processors being the main problem areas. For ray-casting, a decrease in

the rendering time by a factor of approximately 45 was obtained when using 100 processors.

The cause of the sublinear result was unclear, but Challinger proposed that access to non-

local memory and ine�cient use of processor caching may have been factors. Unfortunately, no

detailed investigations into the reasons for the sublinear speed up were performed, possibly due

to the di�culties involved in determining and controlling how the operating system manages
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and caches non-local memory accesses. In this paper, the e�ects of caching non-local memory

accesses for the ray-casting technique are investigated in detail. This research di�ers from that

of Challinger's in that a distributed-memory multiprocessor with a distributed virtual memory

system designed speci�cally for volume data is used.

3 The Fujitsu AP1000

The Fujitsu AP1000 [11, 12, 13], is an experimental, distributed-memory, message-passing par-

allel architecture. The AP1000 can have from 64 to 1024 processing cells, each of which consists

of a SPARC processor, 16 MB of main memory, 128 kB of cache memory1, a oating point unit,

a message controller, and network communication interfaces. The AP1000 has three commu-

nication networks, the Bnet, the Tnet, and the Snet. The Bnet is a host to cell or cell to cell

broadcast network with a peak throughput of 50 MB/second. The Tnet is a two-dimensional

torus network that is used for point to point cell communication and has a peak throughput of

25 MB/second per link. Each processing cell has 4 connections to its neighbors, and worm-hole

routing is used for e�cient communications. The Snet is a synchronization network which the

host and cells use to perform barrier synchronization and cell status gathering. The AP1000

appears as an input/output device to the host machine, which is typically a SUN 4/330 or 4/390

server. The AP1000 used for this research has 128 processing cells.

Fujitsu provides a primitive, non-preemptive, multi-tasking, operating system for the cells,

called CellOS. It provides multiple tasks per cell and supports a subset of the standard UNIX

system calls. Communication between the cells and the host is carried out through library

procedures linked into the cell and host programs. Standard SUN compilers are used to compile

software being developed for the AP1000, which the host then downloads to the processing

cells for execution. Fujitsu also provides an interactive host interface, a run-time monitor, a

performance analyzer, a cache performance analyzer, and a single program/multiple data stream

source level debugger.

4 Volume rendering using ray casting

Volume rendering using ray casting is one of the most compute-intensive methods for visualizing

three-dimensional data, yet it is still a widely used technique. The main reasons for this are that

it generates high quality images, and that it is possible to render both geometric and volumetric

primitives in the same image.

4.1 The ray-casting algorithm

Performing volume rendering with ray casting is conceptually straightforward. Rays are cast

from the view point, through the pixels in the image plane, and into the volume data. As each

ray passes through the volume it is sampled at evenly spaced intervals, usually once or twice

11 MB = 220 bytes, 1 kB = 210 bytes.
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for each voxel. The value at a sample point is obtained by trilinear interpolation of the values

at the corners of the voxel that contains that point. The sample values are then translated to

colors and opacities through a mapping or transfer function. The contributions of the samples

are accumulated until the opacity level becomes su�ciently close to unity or the ray leaves the

volume. At this point a �nal color for the ray, and therefore the pixel that the ray passed

through, can be computed.

The ray-casting algorithm is conceptually very similar to the ray-tracing algorithm used for

rendering geometric primitives, and the two are easily combined to provide a hybrid algorithm

for rendering both geometric and volumetric primitives. In this work, a ray-casting volume

renderer is implemented as an extension to an existing ray-tracing geometry renderer. Thus

geometrically-de�ned structures such as coordinate axes and reference objects can be included

to make the volume data easier to understand. More details on the basic structure of the renderer

can be found in an earlier work [21].

4.2 Work distribution and load balancing

The volume-rendering program has been parallelized using an image-space subdivision and the

worker-farm paradigm to provide work distribution and load balancing. Using this scheme, a

master process (the host or a cell) issues work items (blocks of pixels) to worker processes (the

cells). Initially, the master assigns a work item to each worker cell. As each cell completes its

assigned work item it noti�es the master, which then sends that cell the next work item to be

rendered. The cell also sends the rendered pixels to the host, which optionally displays them

in a window as they are received. This approach ensures that each cell keeps working until all

work items have been assigned to a cell. If the number of work items is considerably larger

than the number of cells and the rendering times of the work items are approximately equal and

relatively small, this approach balances the load well.

It is possible to divide the image into work items in many ways|the work could be distributed

using dot mode [12], a single pixel, the whole image (animation rendering) [5], a scan line

[4, 21, 3], or a rectangular block of pixels. Of these techniques, only the dot mode technique

does not use the worker-farm paradigm. Dot mode work distribution issues a single work item

to each processing cell. Each of these work items contains a set of pixels, scattered throughout

the image, for a cell to render.

Below an algorithm is presented that is based on earlier work performed on the AP1000

[21], except that instead of using scan lines as the work items, square pixel blocks are used.

Square pixel blocks are more desirable than scan lines because of the potential for exploiting

data coherency while rendering. Data coherency refers to the fact that neighboring pixels tend

to use much the same data during the rendering process, particularly when rendering volume

data. Similarly, various acceleration techniques for ray tracing make use of cached results to

avoid duplicated computation [1]. These caches are much more likely to contain valid data when

rays are traced in contiguous blocks. Exploiting data coherency and the e�cient use of caching

techniques becomes very important when the entire data set is not stored on all processing cells.
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This is discussed in detail in Subsections 4.3 and 5.2.

Unfortunately, using square pixel blocks to exploit data coherence can have a negative e�ect

on the load balance of the overall system. To achieve a good load balance, it is important that

all work items have approximately the same complexity, and therefore have approximately equal

rendering times. In a typical rendered image, the variation in time spent tracing rays through

two di�erent pixels can be as high as �ve orders of magnitude. Because the pixels in a scan line

are distributed across the image, each scan line tends to have some complex and some simple

pixels, and therefore each scan line takes approximately the same amount of time to render.

This results in an even load balance for most images. When square work items are used it is

likely that one work item would have many complex pixels to render (e.g. a work item that

renders the middle of a volume), while another work item would have many simple pixels to

render (e.g. a work item that renders no volumetric or geometric primitives). The grouping of

pixels of a given type (complex or simple) is known as image coherence. In general, images with

high levels of image coherence tend to have high levels of data coherence as well.

To avoid the large di�erences in rendering times for square work items, it is possible to use

a large number of small work items. This approaches the dot mode scheme of a single pixel

per work item without the bene�t of sending one work item containing all pixels to render as is

done with dot mode work distribution. Since each work item requires three messages to be sent

(one from the master to the cell when the work item is assigned, one from the cell to the master

when the work item is completed, and one from the cell to the host to send the rendered pixels),

this method increases the amount of communication overhead involved in the work distribution

scheme.

To obtain a good load balance using square work items, without incurring large communica-

tion overheads, an adaptive extension to the standard worker-farm algorithm, using work item

timeouts, has been developed. If a cell is rendering a work item and the work item timeout

period expires, the cell sends the master a message describing how much of the work item has

been completed. If there are no more work items to be rendered and there are idle cells, the

master subdivides the work item among the idle cells (including the cell that just completed the

work item). If there are no idle cells, the master simply sends the work item back to the cell for

completion. This algorithm adds a small amount of overhead for communication, but provides a

very even load balance. Because the host is a standard workstation with multiple users, it often

has a relatively heavy computational load placed on it. When the host is used as the master,

delays of 5% of the total rendering time are common. For this reason, it is desirable to remove

the host's inuence on the rendering process as much as possible. Using a cell of the AP1000 for

the master process removes this potential bottleneck at the cost of reducing the computational

power of an N cell AP1000 by 1=N . This cost is less than 5% for even the smallest AP1000,

and is therefore acceptable.
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4.3 Data distribution and distributed virtual memory

With the work distribution scheme described above it is not possible to determine a priori which

work items a cell will be required to render. It is therefore necessary for each cell to be able to

render any portion of the image, which in turn makes it necessary for each cell to have access

to any part of the volume data at any time. Since volume data sets can be very large (64

MB for a 256 � 256 � 256 oating point data set) and the memory on each cell is limited (16

MB/cell in the AP1000), a distributed virtual memory system has been implemented to provide

that access. If a given cell does not have all of the volume data it requires to render a given

work item, it must retrieve that data from other cells in the system. This increases the amount

of communication required for the rendering process and results in a slower overall rendering

time. Thus, the implementation goal of the distributed virtual memory system is to provide the

required volume data to the cells as quickly as possible.

The implementation of distributed virtual memory described below is loosely based on the

work performed by Green and Paddon [8, 9]. Their work involved the analysis of data caching

schemes for ray tracing geometric primitives on a distributed memory architecture. Rather than

use a single data server, as Green and Paddon did, this implementation distributes the database

across the cells of the AP1000. It provides as many servers for each data object as possible,

thereby reducing the likelihood of having a server bottleneck.

The distributed virtual memory system divides the AP1000 cell array of Cap1000 cells (a

Ccelli�Ccellj grid) into a set of neighborhoods of Cnhood processing cells (1 � Cnhood � Cap1000),

each of which is a subgrid of the AP1000 of size Cnhoodi � Cnhoodj. Each processing cell uses

Bpersistent bytes (the persistent memory) of the cell's total memory for local storage of volume

data that it provides to other cells. Each cell also uses Bcache bytes (the cache memory) of the

cell's local memory for storing volume data that the cell requires for rendering but does not

store locally in the persistent memory. Given Bvolume bytes of volume data (which may consist

of more than one volume data set), the AP1000 is divided into neighborhoods until the total

amount of memory provided by each neighborhood (Bnhood = Bpersistent�Cnhood) is larger than

Bvolume. The volume data is then distributed over the cells in each neighborhood.

To perform the volume data distribution, each volume data set is subdivided into approx-

imately square subblocks of volume data of less than Bsubblock bytes. Initially, a volume data

set is subdivided along its largest dimension into two subblocks of half the size of the origi-

nal. This process is repeated on each subblock until the subblocks are smaller than Bsubblock

bytes. The subdivision results in Nsubblock blocks, each with a unique subblock identi�er Isubblock

(0 � Isubblock � Nsubblock�1). These subblocks are the volume objects that are distributed across

each neighborhood.

Recall that when sampling a ray that passes through a volume subblock, eight data values

are required to calculate each sample. This implies that it is possible to require up to seven

other subblocks to calculate the sample if the data values required cross subblock boundaries.

To provide all of the necessary information for all samples in a single subblock, an extra plane

of data values is stored along three faces of the subblock. This requires that a small amount of
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data be duplicated, but avoids the extra communication that would be necessary to retrieve the

blocks.

The AP1000 is divided into neighborhoods by initially dividing an AP1000 of Cap1000 cells

(128 cells for the AP1000 at the Australian National University) into Nnhood = Cap1000 neigh-

borhoods of one cell each with Bnhood = Bpersistent bytes of available memory for serving volume

data. While Bnhood < Bvolume, the number of cells in each neighborhood is doubled, doubling

each neighborhood's available memory for volume data and halving the number of neighbor-

hoods in the system. This is repeated until Bnhood � Bvolume or there is only one neighborhood

of Cap1000 cells. The neighborhoods are kept approximately square in order to minimize the

network contention and the distance that data has to travel within a neighborhood. Each cell in

each neighborhood computes a neighborhood cell identi�er (Icell), which is its linear location in

the two-dimensional grid of its neighborhood. This neighborhood cell identi�er helps a cell to de-

termine which volume subblocks that it serves to the rest of the cells in its neighborhood. A cell

Icell serves a subblock Isubblock (0 � Isubblock � Nsubblock � 1) i� Isubblock modulo Cnhood = Icell.

This implies that a cell in a neighborhood of Cnhood cells serves every Cnhoodth block in the data

set.

The data caching of the distributed virtual memory scheme is implemented by having each

cell maintain two lists of volume blocks. The �rst list contains the volume blocks that the cell

is providing to the other cells in its neighborhood (the persistent list). The blocks in this list

are stored permanently on the cell. The second list is the volume cache, a Least Recently Used

(LRU) cache that contains any other volume blocks that the cell needs to perform the rendering

of the work item that it is assigned. Once the volume data sets have been subdivided and the

AP1000 neighborhoods have been determined, the host broadcasts the volume data to all cells,

one plane at a time. Cells store the volume data that they supply to their neighborhood in the

persistent list, as well as �lling up the LRU cache with arbitrary subblocks that they do not

already have in their persistent list. Note that if the size of the persistent list (Bpersistent) plus

the size of the LRU cache (Bcache) is greater than or equal to the volume size then each cell

will be able to hold all of the volume data (even though the persistent list is not large enough),

and therefore no communication needs to take place. When a cell starts to render a given work

item and it does not have the necessary volume data, it requests the needed volume data from

other cells in its neighborhood. A given cell knows from which cell to request a subblock by

mapping the subblock's identi�er into a serving cell identi�er in its neighborhood, which can

then be mapped into an absolute cell identi�er for the AP1000. The least recently used volume

blocks are discarded from the LRU cache and the required volume blocks are added. The �rst

pixel that is rendered from each work item �lls the LRU cache with the needed volume blocks.

Due to the data coherency of the volume data, other pixels from that work item cause few cache

misses, as most of the required volume is already in the cache.

This implementation di�ers from that of Green and Paddon's work [8, 9] in several key areas.

In Green and Paddon's scheme a direct mapped cache and a static resident set are maintained by

each processor. Direct mapping of a database of objects into a cache of size k causes the objects
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i; i+k; i+2k; : : : to map onto cache position k. The data objects are provided to the processors

by a data server. To avoid erratic behavior that may be caused by the direct mapping technique

when large caches are available, a resident set is used. The resident set is the set of geometric

primitives that is referenced most often during rendering. This set is stored statically at each

processor and is determined by a brief preprocessing stage that requires the rendering of a low

resolution image. This resident set is an attractive option for rendering geometric primitives, as

it is often the case that a small number of relatively large primitives will dominate the rendering

calculations.

The domination of the rendering calculation by a small subset of the objects rarely occurs

when rendering volume data, as the data objects that are distributed are relatively small, ap-

proximately the same size, and often semi-transparent. Since the volume renderer is designed

to render large data sets, it may be di�cult or even impossible to perform the preprocessing

stage used by Green and Paddon. Fortunately, if a subset of the volume subblocks is used by

a given cell more often than others, the LRU caching scheme ensures that those subblocks are

maintained at that cell. The rendering of the �rst pixel of each work item can be thought of as

an adaptive method of calculating the resident set for a work item.

A potential problem that was not addressed by Green and Paddon is the possibility of the

central data server becoming a bottleneck for very large object data bases or large processor

arrays. The neighborhood technique used in the volume renderer described here avoids this

problem by e�ectively providing several distributed data servers (as many as the memory of the

AP1000 will allow).

5 Results

The two key issues in developing a parallel volume renderer are work and data distribution.

These two issues involve very important tradeo�s in general, and are especially important when

considering an image space work distribution of a ray-casting renderer combined with a dis-

tributed virtual memory. All of the statistics in this section are obtained from the 128 node

AP1000 located at the Australian National University. The timing statistics shown do not in-

clude the initial start up time of the AP1000 (loading of the cell and host programs), the time

spent sending the volume data to the cells, or the time spent saving the image to a �le or dis-

playing it in a window, as these times are primarily dependent on the processing load on the

host at the time of execution and have little to do with the execution of the work and data

distribution techniques used. The statistics do include the time spent sending the image back

to the host computer. All images are rendered at a resolution of 512 � 512 pixels. Unless it is

stated otherwise, the default values for the caching scheme are used. These values are: 2 MB

of persistent memory, 6 MB of LRU cache, volume blocks of 64 kB, a work item block size of

10� 10 pixels, and a work item timeout of one second.

Although it is di�cult to parameterize volume rendering, it is possible to outline the condi-

tions under which the renderer executes. Some of the more important parameters that determine

how a given data set is rendered are:
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� the number of samples performed per voxel,

� the number of samples performed per ray,

� the percentage of rays that render volume data, and

� the percentage of rays that terminate at opacity (i.e. terminate before traversing the whole

volume because the ray opacity reaches unity).

In this implementation, the step size between samples is determined by the smallest side of

the smallest voxel in the volume data. This size is divided by two to guarantee that if a

ray passes through a voxel parallel to any axis, it samples that voxel at least twice. This

simple sampling technique is adequate for most images and avoids the overheads involved in

the sophisticated supersampling technique that would be necessary to ensure that each voxel is

sampled adequately. The sample step size, the volume data set, and the viewing parameters for

the image to be generated determine the number of samples performed per voxel and the number

of samples performed per ray. The average number of samples performed per voxel for the images

presented in this section range from 1.64 to 1.80. The number of samples performed per ray,

the percentage of rays that render volume data, and the percentage of rays that terminate at

opacity are given for each data set rendered. This information provides the reader with a crude

parameterization of the volume rendering system, hopefully making comparisons between this

and other techniques possible.

5.1 Work distribution

It has been shown that both dot mode and narrow (scan line or scan line sections) work item

distributions achieve a good load balance when all data that is required for rendering is available

on each processing cell [12, 4, 21]. The adaptive work distribution scheme described in Subsec-

tion 4.2 is also capable of achieving a good load balance. Table 1 shows some typical results of

using dot mode, narrow, square, and adaptive square work items for work distribution. Several

block sizes are used for the narrow, square, and adaptive square work distributions to show their

e�ect on load balance. The data set rendered was a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scan of

a human skull, consisting of 109 slices of 256�256 data values. This data was obtained from the

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill's volume rendering test data set, and was provided

by Siemens Medical Systems of Iselin, New Jersey, USA. When stored as byte data, the data set

is less than 8 MB and the entire data set can be stored on each cell (no use of the distributed

virtual memory is necessary). For this image, the average number of samples per ray is 268, the

percentage of rays that terminate at opacity is 26.4%, and the percentage of rays that render

volume data is 86.27%.

The timing values reported in Table 1 are the averages, over all cells, in the following cate-

gories:

� Rendering { the time spent performing the rendering.
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Work Rendering Item delay Cell delay Host delay Total

distribution (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)

Dot Mode 49.78 0.24 0.66 0.47 51.15

1x100 50.12 0.11 0.04 0.01 50.27
2x200 50.07 0.02 1.53 0.01 51.62

10x10 50.05 0.05 1.16 0.01 51.27

20x20 50.04 0.02 11.85 0.02 61.94

Adaptive 10x10 50.08 0.43 0.20 0.01 50.71
Adaptive 20x20 50.07 0.63 0.86 0.01 51.58

Table 1: Statistics for the MRI data set using no distributed virtual memory

� Item delay { the time spent waiting for the master to send a work item.

� Cell delay { the time spent waiting for other cells to complete their rendering at the end

of the rendering task. This gives a measure of the load imbalance in the system.

� Host delay { the time spent waiting for the host to process the rendered pixels and inform

the cells that the rendering is complete.

� Total { the total time spent rendering the image, from the time the rendering starts to the

time the host has the entire image.

Note that all rendering times are approximately equal, with the di�erences in total rendering

time being a result of the di�erent item, cell, and host delays. The rendering time for the dot

mode technique is less than the other techniques, due, we believe, to the fact that dot mode

uses 128 cells for rendering while the other techniques use 127 cells. The relatively high host

delay for dot mode is a result of the bottleneck caused by each of the cells �nishing their work

item at approximately the same time, swamping the host with the rendered image data. The

other techniques avoid this bottleneck by incrementally sending smaller work items to the host

as the rendering proceeds. Dot mode achieves a good load balance, with a cell delay of 0.66

seconds. Both of the narrow work item distribution schemes also achieve a good load balance

(cell delays of 0.04 and 1.53 seconds respectively), with the larger block of 2�200 pixels causing

a slightly poorer performance as the time to render each work item increases. The work item

size of 1 � 100 pixels results in the fastest overall rendering time (50.27 seconds). The 10 � 10

work item distribution results in an acceptable load balance (a cell delay of 1.16 seconds), but

the 20� 20 work item distribution gives a relatively poor result (a cell delay of 11.85 seconds).

This is due to image coherency, as some work items take a long time to render while some are

rendered very quickly. Both the 10 � 10 and 20 � 20 adaptive work item distribution schemes

result in a good load balance (0.20 and 0.86 seconds respectively). Note that even with the

adaptive subdivision of the work items, the amount of communication overhead (which can be

seen in the item delay category) is quite small, resulting in rendering times that are close to the

fastest rendering time from the 1� 100 work item distribution.
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Work Timeout Rendering Item delay Cell delay Host delay Total

distribution (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)

2x2 1 50.29 5.45 0.03 0.01 55.78
5x5 1 50.10 0.35 0.13 0.01 50.57

10x10 1 50.07 0.45 0.17 0.01 50.70
20x20 1 50.07 1.26 0.26 0.02 51.61
30x30 1 50.08 1.03 0.58 0.01 51.70
40x40 1 50.08 1.31 0.50 0.01 51.90

2x2 5 50.29 5.45 0.03 0.01 55.78
5x5 5 50.09 0.34 0.13 0.01 50.56
10x10 5 50.06 0.05 1.15 0.01 51.27

20x20 5 50.06 3.51 1.81 0.01 55.39
30x30 5 50.06 9.63 0.98 0.01 60.69
40x40 5 50.06 10.62 0.40 0.01 61.08

Table 2: Statistics for the MRI data set with one and �ve second work item timeouts

Table 2 compares the rendering time, item delay, cell delay, host delay, and total rendering

time for the adaptive square work distribution scheme. Two work item timeout values are used

to demonstrate its e�ectiveness in obtaining a good load balance. The statistics are obtained by

rendering the same MRI data set that was used to obtain Table 1, once again using byte data

so the entire data set �ts on each cell.

A work item timeout of one second results in a low cell delay for all pixel block sizes. A

slightly higher cell delay is obtained when the timeout is �ve seconds. The timeout parameter

can in fact be used as an approximate upper bound on the load imbalance. It is important to

note that for both timeout values, all cell delay values are relatively small, and the longer total

rendering times are a result of high item delay overheads. The high item delay overheads for

2�2, 20�20, 30�30, and 40�40 work items are a result of the large number of work items that

are generated for these cases. The 2� 2 work item case generates a large number of work items

because of its small size. The 20 � 20, 30 � 30, and 40 � 40 work item cases generate a large

number of work items because of the large amount of work item subdivision that must occur at

the end of the rendering to achieve a good load balance. Note that for the one second timeout

value the total rendering times are relatively equal, even for the extreme case when each cell is

only given one or two large work items to render (40� 40 work items). It is also worth noting

that for the 5 � 5 work item case, the results for the one and �ve second timeouts are almost

identical. This suggests that little or no work item subdivision has occurred for this work item

size.

Table 3 demonstrates what happens to the load balance and the overall rendering time when

the work item timeout is disabled (timeout =1). Large cell delay times are observed for square

work items above 10 � 10 pixels, with the cell delay time becoming greater than the rendering

time with 40 � 40 work items. The narrow work item scheme performs better than the square

work item scheme, but still results in large cell delay times for large work item sizes. Relatively
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Work Timeout Rendering Item delay Cell delay Host delay Total

distribution (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)

2x2 1 50.29 5.45 0.03 0.01 55.78
5x5 1 50.09 0.34 0.12 0.01 50.56

10x10 1 50.05 0.05 1.16 0.01 51.27
20x20 1 50.05 0.02 11.85 0.01 61.92
30x30 1 50.05 0.01 37.83 0.01 87.89
40x40 1 50.05 0.01 76.36 0.01 126.42

1x4 1 50.32 7.06 0.02 0.01 57.40
1x25 1 50.14 0.54 0.05 0.01 50.74
1x100 1 50.12 0.11 0.04 0.01 50.27

2x200 1 50.07 0.02 1.53 0.01 51.62
3x300 1 50.06 0.01 13.54 0.01 63.62
4x400 1 50.05 0.01 32.73 0.01 82.81

Table 3: Statistics for the MRI data set with no work item timeouts

large work item delays are noted when the work item size is too small (2 � 2 and 1 � 4 work

items). This is caused by the communication and execution bottlenecks of the master cell having

to generate and distribute too many work items.

5.2 Data distribution

Determining an e�ective compromise between work and data distribution techniques is essential

to the implementation of a practical parallel volume renderer. Minimizing the amount of data

communication that is required for data distribution is done by exploiting the data coherency

of volume data. Table 4 shows the rendering times obtained using both the dot mode and the

adaptive pixel block work distribution algorithms on a relatively large volume data set. The

data set used is again the MRI data set, but this time the data values are stored as four byte

oating point data, resulting in approximately 28 MB of volume data. This is more than can be

stored on a single cell, and therefore the distributed virtual memory must be used. The number

of samples per ray, the percentage of rays that terminate at opacity, and the percentage of rays

that render volume data are the same as for the MRI data set when it is stored as byte data.

Note that dot mode, the 2�2, and the 5�5 work items have a large number of cache misses

and a large amount of cache delay time dedicated to serving those misses. A cache miss occurs

when the renderer on a given cell needs a subblock of the volume data that it does not currently

have in local memory. When this happens, the cell program requests the subblock of the volume

data from the appropriate cell in its neighborhood. The cache delay is the amount of time that

a cell spends either servicing volume subblock requests from other cells in its neighborhood or

waiting for volume subblocks that it needs to arrive from serving cells. The cell delays for all

block sizes (including dot mode) are relatively low, and the factors that determine the overall

rendering performance are the time spent dealing with cache misses and the item delay overhead
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Work Render Cache delay Item delay Cell delay Total Cache

item (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) misses

Dot 47.26 21.53 0.25 1.69 70.74 373

2x2 46.61 20.86 7.45 0.11 75.01 357
5x5 46.84 16.12 1.11 0.22 64.30 268
10x10 46.58 8.64 0.82 0.67 56.72 138
20x20 46.58 5.59 0.96 0.46 53.60 88

30x30 46.48 5.49 0.77 0.53 53.28 87
40x40 46.47 6.70 1.67 0.99 55.84 107

Table 4: Data distribution statistics (square pixel blocks vs. dot mode)

involved in dealing with a large number of small work items (e.g. the 2� 2 work items have a

large item delay overhead).

The importance of data coherency is demonstrated by the timings from Table 4, as small

work items that are not adjacent to one another (dot mode, 2x2, and 5x5 work items) result in

relatively large cache delay overheads. Note that all of the larger work item sizes (� 10 � 10

work items) produce rendering times that are approximately equal (within 3.44 seconds of each

other). The main reason is that the advantages of the data coherency in the larger work item

sizes overwhelms the respective disadvantages that result from cell delays. For example, even

though the work item size of 40 � 40 pixels results in a cell delay disadvantage of 0.88 seconds

over the 2 � 2 work items (0.99 and 0.11 seconds respectively), the advantage of 14.16 seconds

less cache delay (6.70 and 20.86 seconds respectively) is far more signi�cant in overall rendering

time. Dot mode uses almost no data coherency while rendering, and it therefore has the highest

number of cache misses and the longest cache delay. Note that because of the large amount of

work item subdivision, using 40 � 40 work items results in an increase in the number of cache

misses over the 20�20 and 30�30 work items. Determining an optimal work item size is di�cult

as it depends on both the image size and the contents of the image. Through experimentation

it has been found that work item sizes of 10 � 10 pixels produce reasonably low cache and cell

delays for a large range of image types and sizes.

In Table 5, the same volume data set is rendered with an adaptive narrow work item distri-

bution with work item sizes equal to the square work item sizes from Table 4. Again, high cache

miss and cache time results are observed for small work items that do not take advantage of the

data coherency. Also note that the large thin work items have relatively high cache miss results

relative to their square counterparts. This is because a narrow work item requires a relatively

large number of volume subblocks, and therefore causes more cache misses than a square work

item of the same size. The 3 � 300 and 4 � 400 work items give the best results since they are

several pixels in width and therefore take advantage of the data coherency to a higher degree

than the other narrow pixel blocks.
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Work Render Cache delay Item delay Cell delay Total Cache

item (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) misses

1x4 46.58 21.56 8.24 0.05 76.45 358
1x25 47.00 18.94 1.28 0.10 67.32 321

1x100 46.97 16.42 0.78 0.24 64.41 276
2x200 46.72 8.93 0.71 0.81 57.17 147
3x300 46.58 6.52 1.18 0.52 54.80 107
4x400 46.48 7.52 1.74 0.97 56.71 120

Table 5: Data distribution statistics (narrow pixel blocks)

Persistent LRU cache size
size (MB) (MB)

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 1816.1 820.9 107.7 66.5 64.6 62.6 61.9 61.0 60.2
2 1428.8 619.5 87.3 64.5 63.1 61.4 60.7 { {

4 1193.5 378.1 81.4 62.5 60.7 { { { {

Table 6: MRI rendering times for 512 kB subblocks

5.3 Caching

An important issue in implementing the distributed virtual memory system is how a cell's

memory is divided up into persistent and LRU cache memory. This division can have a drastic

e�ect on the performance obtained from the renderer, as it a�ects the amount of communication

that takes place during the rendering process. The key factor is the size of the LRU cache. If

this cache is not large enough, then the distributed virtual memory system can start to thrash.

Thrashing is manifested as the repeated transfer of the same volume data subblocks to a given

processing cell. If a cell's LRU cache cannot hold the number of subblocks that it needs to

render a single ray, then some of the subblocks that were required for sampling at the start of

that ray will be overwritten by subblocks that are required for sampling further along the ray.

It is likely that the overwritten subblocks will be needed for the next ray that is to be traced in

that work item, resulting in a cyclic re�ll of the LRU cache for each ray.

The results shown in Table 6 are the total rendering times for the MRI data set, and demon-

strate the e�ect of changing the persistent list and LRU cache sizes. The data set is rendered

as oating point data (approximately 28 MB), requiring the use of distributed virtual memory.

When the cells do not have enough memory to cope with the combined memory requirements of

the persistent list and LRU cache, a table entry of ({) is used. The actual time spent perform-

ing the rendering of the image is approximately 45 seconds, with the varying total rendering

times being determined primarily by the time spent performing the caching.

A subblock size of 512 kB, rather than the default of 64 kB, is used to exaggerate the
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Subblock Persistent LRU cache size

size (kB) size (MB) (MB)

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

8 1 57.9 57.2 57.2 56.8 56.2 55.9 55.4 54.7 54.1
8 2 58.3 58.0 57.3 56.7 55.9 55.2 55.1 54.8 {
8 4 58.4 57.9 57.5 57.5 { { { { {

16 1 56.0 55.6 55.1 55.2 54.6 54.1 53.3 52.8 52.8
16 2 56.1 55.5 55.9 55.2 54.5 53.9 53.4 { {
16 4 56.9 56.6 56.4 56.2 54.4 55.6 54.5 { {

32 1 56.6 56.1 56.0 55.4 55.2 54.5 54.1 53.8 53.0
32 2 56.8 56.4 56.2 55.1 54.8 54.3 53.9 53.5 {
32 4 57.2 55.3 55.0 55.0 54.2 54.1 53.7 { {

64 1 56.7 55.9 55.5 55.4 54.9 54.6 54.2 53.6 53.0
64 2 56.4 56.2 55.9 55.9 55.4 54.1 53.8 53.6 {
64 4 55.8 56.1 56.2 55.2 54.3 { { { {

128 1 59.0 57.6 57.7 56.9 56.6 56.9 55.7 54.9 54.4
128 2 58.5 57.9 57.4 56.9 56.6 55.8 55.1 54.3 {
128 4 58.8 57.9 56.2 56.5 55.9 { { { {

256 1 848.0 85.2 61.9 61.2 60.2 60.3 59.1 58.1 57.5
256 2 731.2 76.7 61.0 60.6 59.8 58.6 57.9 57.1 56.6
256 4 519.1 67.4 60.3 59.6 58.3 { { { {

Table 7: MRI rendering times for several subblock sizes

di�erences that the cache size has on the �nal rendering times, as using large subblocks with

small cache sizes decreases the number of subblocks that can �t in the cache and increases the

likelihood of thrashing. Note that when the LRU cache size falls below 5 MB the rendering times

increase dramatically. This is where the virtual memory system starts to thrash, indicating that

the LRU cache is too small. In this situation, increasing the size of the LRU cache by one MB

decreases the rendering time much more than increasing the size of the persistent list by the

same amount, indicating that the size of the LRU cache is more important in obtaining fast

overall rendering times.

Smaller subblocks are used in Table 7 to demonstrate the e�ects of changing the subblock

size on the e�ciency of the caching scheme. Note that for subblock sizes of 8, 16, 32, 64, and

128 kB the variation in rendering times is very small. When the subblock size is 256 kB the

rendering time increases signi�cantly for LRU cache sizes of less than or equal to 3 MB, while for

LRU cache sizes from 4 to 10 MB the variability is small and the rendering times are relatively

close. Both Table 6 and Table 7 show that larger LRU caches give better performances, but it

is unclear what the optimal cache settings are.

To test the distributed virtual memory on a large volume data set, four copies of the oating

point MRI data set are rendered beside each other in the same image, giving approximately

114 MB of volume data. For this image, the average number of samples performed per ray is
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Subblock Persistent LRU cache size

size (kB) size (MB) (MB)

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4 1 88.7 89.6 86.4 86.2 86.2 86.1 86.0 86.1 {
4 2 82.5 82.6 82.7 82.5 82.5 82.9 82.9 { {
4 4 83.3 83.0 83.0 83.1 82.9 { { { {

8 1 75.8 75.6 75.6 75.6 75.5 75.6 75.4 75.4 75.3
8 2 75.6 75.6 75.9 75.5 75.8 75.5 75.6 75.5 {
8 4 75.8 75.8 75.9 75.7 76.0 75.6 { { {

16 1 73.8 73.8 73.7 73.2 73.5 73.5 73.4 73.9 73.2
16 2 73.7 73.4 73.5 73.6 73.3 73.6 73.5 73.4 73.2
16 4 73.5 73.4 73.5 73.7 73.4 73.1 73.2 { {

32 1 76.7 76.7 76.7 77.2 76.8 76.8 76.4 76.6 {
32 2 77.3 76.8 77.1 76.8 77.0 77.0 76.7 { {
32 4 77.0 77.2 76.6 77.2 77.0 76.8 { { {

64 1 73.3 72.9 72.5 73.1 72.8 73.0 72.9 72.3 72.5
64 2 72.6 72.9 72.5 72.3 72.5 72.4 72.4 72.4 {
64 4 72.5 72.8 72.6 72.6 72.8 72.8 72.4 { {

128 1 249.2 80.3 78.9 78.8 79.7 78.6 78.3 78.6 78.4
128 2 240.9 78.2 77.4 77.2 77.3 77.2 76.6 76.7 77.0
128 4 222.7 78.4 76.6 76.8 76.4 76.7 76.4 { {

256 1 1965.1 664.6 371.0 106.6 100.5 102.2 100.0 101.8 {
256 2 1338.4 517.9 277.9 93.0 90.9 90.5 89.9 { {
256 4 1169.0 485.5 252.5 88.8 87.3 87.1 { { {

512 1 3885.3 1650.6 562.9 266.2 109.1 109.7 109.9 108 {
512 2 3060.3 1283.5 505.6 215.0 107.3 105.2 103.4 { {
512 4 2163.9 897.1 410.2 172.2 96.4 95.3 { { {

Table 8: Multiple MRI rendering times for 4 kB to 512 kB subblocks

355, the percentage of rays that terminate at opacity is 29.5%, and the percentage of rays that

render volume data is 81.64%. The actual rendering time for this image is approximately 56

seconds. Table 8 shows the results obtained for 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512 kB subblock

sizes. Subblock sizes of 16 and 64 kB give the best rendering performance, as well as a small

variability in rendering times, for various persistent list and LRU cache sizes. For large subblock

sizes (128, 256, and 512 kB) poorer rendering times are observed, as well as some thrashing for

small LRU cache sizes. Very small subblocks (4 kB) also result in poorer rendering times as the

overhead involved in transferring many small blocks begins to contribute signi�cantly. Similar

results were obtained with other large data sets. This suggests that moderately small subblock

sizes are the most e�cient and exible for a large range of rendering problems.

To create a problematic rendering situation, four MRI data sets are rendered at the same

location in a single image, with 90.03% of the pixels resulting in rays being traced through

volume data. The rendering time for this data set is approximately 230 seconds. Rendering four
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Subblock Persistent LRU cache size

size (kB) size (MB) (MB)

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

8 1 349.4 349.0 348.1 347.6 347.8 346.9 345.2 344.5 {
8 2 351.5 350.7 352.8 351.0 350.5 350.3 350.0 { {
8 4 348.9 348.6 347.6 348.3 347.7 { { { {

16 1 343.1 342.3 341.9 341.1 340.8 338.4 338.7 340.8 {
16 2 346.5 347.6 345.6 346.0 345.9 343.4 344.3 342.4 {
16 4 348.1 346.9 345.7 346.2 344.9 343.7 { { {

32 1 1970.8 343.1 341.4 339.7 339.2 338.3 340.6 { {
32 2 1910.9 355.4 351.5 350.5 351.3 350.4 349.3 { {
32 4 1802.3 359.5 356.1 353.7 354.8 { { { {

64 1 2784.4 595.3 307.1 306.8 304.6 303.5 302.8 303.0 {
64 2 2314.8 560.0 315.0 311.6 310.6 308.9 309.7 { {
64 4 2220.5 521.8 316.3 315.0 314.9 312.9 { { {

Table 9: Worst case multiple MRI rendering times for 8, 16, 32, and 64 kB subblocks

data sets at the same location causes problems if the LRU cache size is not large enough, as

a single ray that is being traced through the four volumes needs approximately four times the

number of subblocks to render that ray than if the ray passes through a single volume. The data

sets are rendered as relatively transparent volumes, resulting in 0% of the rays terminating at

opacity and an average of 1392 samples per ray being performed. This maximizes the number of

blocks that a given ray requires and provides a worst case test for this situation. Table 9 shows

how the di�erent subblock, persistent list, and LRU cache sizes a�ect the rendering of this data

set. Note that this data set does cause thrashing for relatively small subblock sizes (32 and 64

kB subblocks with LRU cache sizes of 2 and 3 MB), and that the smaller subblocks (8, 16, and

32 kB) produce rendering times that are approximately 10% slower than those produced with

64kB subblocks when no thrashing is present. If the choices of LRU cache and persistent list

sizes are biased towards keeping the LRU cache as large as possible, then larger subblock sizes

can be used to obtain faster rendering times without the system thrashing.

Based on the results obtained thus far, it is estimated that the largest data set that can be

rendered practically on the AP1000 at the Australian National University is approximately 0:5

GB (512 MB) 2. Since this AP1000 has 2 GB of cumulative memory (128 cells, 16 MB/cell), a

0:5 GB data set requires 1=4 of the cumulative memory, or 4 MB of persistent memory on each

cell, just to store the volume data. The remaining 12 MB of each cell's memory are used for

the cell operating system, the rendering program, and the LRU cache memory. To render such

a large data set a su�ciently large LRU cache is essential, especially if the data set is rendered

as a relatively transparent volume. Because approximately 10 MB of cell memory appears to be

the maximum amount of memory that is available for the distributed virtual memory system, 6

21 GB = 230 bytes.
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LRU cache Subblock size

size (MB) (kB)

4 8 16 32 64

6 { { 1440.7 1697.1 8481.8
4 { 1435.9 1571.8 5571.0 9715.2

Table 10: Rendering times for a 1=2 GB data set

MB or less are available for the LRU cache memory on each cell. If a data set that is larger than

0:5 GB is rendered, the resulting restrictions that are placed on the LRU cache size would cause

thrashing to occur for a wide range of data set types and subblock sizes. Thus, it is estimated

that a data set that requires 1=4 of the AP1000's cumulative memory is a practical upper limit

for the distributed virtual memory.

To create a 0:5 GB data set, 16 copies of a 256� 256� 128 oating point astronomical data

set are used (each data set is 32 MB). The data set was obtained from the radio telescope array

at the Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory in Penticton, British Columbia, Canada. The

data sets are rendered in the same location and are relatively transparent. The actual rendering

time of this data set is approximately 750 seconds, the rendered volume covers 52.78% of the

image, 0% of the rays terminate at opacity, and an average of 3400 samples are performed

for each ray. This creates an extremely di�cult rendering situation for the distributed virtual

memory system.

The results of rendering this data set are shown in Table 10. For an LRU cache size of 6

MB, the 4 and 8 kB subblock sizes require too much memory to store the extra planes of volume

data around each subblock, and the cells cannot complete the rendering. For a subblock size

of 64 kB, the distributed virtual memory thrashes, resulting in a �nal rendering time of 8481.8

seconds. Subblock sizes of 16 and 32 kB result in relatively good rendering times (1440.7 and

1697.1 seconds respectively). For an LRU cache size of 4 MB, a subblock size of 4kB requires too

much memory for overlapping volume data and the rendering cannot be completed. Subblock

sizes of 32 and 64 kB result in the distributed virtual memory thrashing (5571.0 and 9715.2

seconds respectively), while subblock sizes of 8 and 16 kB produce relatively good rendering

times (1435.9 and 1571.8 seconds respectively). This suggests that small subblocks provide the

best rendering times for very large data sets, as long as the overhead of duplicating the planes

of data along the faces of the subblocks does not require too much extra memory.

The �nal issue that needs to be considered for the caching of the distributed virtual memory

is the e�ect of neighborhood size on the �nal rendering time. Table 11, Table 12, and Table 13

give the rendering times for the MRI data set stored as byte data (7 MB), the MRI data set

stored as oating point data (28 MB), and the multiple MRI data set stored as oating point

data (114 MB). The size of the persistent memory is varied for each volume data set, which

directly a�ects the size of the neighborhoods used. For all timings the LRU cache size is 2 MB
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Persistent size (MB) 1=16 1=8 1=4 1=2 1 2 4 8

Neighborhoods 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128
Cells/neighborhood 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

Rendering (seconds) 49.2 49.2 49.3 49.3 49.2 49.2 49.1 49.1
Caching (seconds) 4.1 3.9 3.9 3.8 3.5 2.8 1.5 0.0

Total (seconds) 53.9 53.8 53.7 53.6 53.3 52.5 52.0 49.7

Table 11: Rendering times for the 7 MB MRI data set and several neighborhood sizes

Persistent size (MB) 1=4 1=2 1 2 4 8

Neighborhoods 1 2 4 8 16 32
Cells/neighborhood 128 64 32 16 8 4

Rendering (seconds) 45.4 45.5 45.4 45.5 45.4 45.4
Caching (seconds) 10.1 9.8 9.9 9.8 9.3 8.1

Total (seconds) 56.4 56.2 56.5 56.2 56.6 55.8

Table 12: Rendering times for the 28 MB MRI data set and several neighborhood sizes

and the subblock size is 64 kB. Both the 28 MB and 114 MB data sets are limited to having

a minimum neighborhood size of 4 and 16 cells respectively, as the data set is too large for a

smaller number of cells. For all data sets, very little change is seen in the rendering times, even

when neighborhoods with 1 and 128 cells are compared. Because of the small size of the 7 MB

data set (Table 11), the distributed virtual memory can keep a relatively large percentage of the

volume on each cell (up to 100% for a persistent size of 8MB), so little time is spent servicing

cache misses. For the 28 MB data set (Table 12), a smaller percentage of the data set can be

stored on each cell, and both the number of cache misses and the communication performed

servicing those cache misses, increases. Despite this increase in communication, there is very

little change in the rendering time for the di�erent neighborhood sizes. The 114 MB MRI data

set (Table 13) further increases the number of cache misses, but again little change occurs for

the various neighborhood sizes. This indicates that contention for the AP1000's communication

networks is not an issue for most data sets. The only occasion when contention becomes an

Persistent size (MB) 1 2 4 8

Neighborhoods 1 2 4 8

Cells/neighborhood 128 64 32 16

Rendering (seconds) 56.1 56.1 56.1 56.0

Caching (seconds) 15.6 15.0 15.2 14.8

Total (seconds) 72.9 71.8 71.9 71.4

Table 13: Rendering times for the 114 MB MRI data set and several neighborhood sizes
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issue is when the LRU cache is too small and the distributed virtual memory starts to thrash, as

contention causes the cache misses to take longer to be serviced. Fortunately, even for very large

data sets, the distributed virtual memory system performs very well, and only if bad choices are

made for the size of the LRU cache or the subblocks does contention become a problem.

5.4 Scalability

When developing a system for a parallel architecture, it is important that the system be scalable.

That is, the time spent rendering should decrease linearly with an increase in the number of

processors. Scalability is possible if the method of parallelization does not cause a large amount of

overhead to be introduced into the system and the computational resources are utilized to a high

degree. Overheads are usually caused by large amounts of communication between processors

and poor resource utilization is usually a result of a poorly balanced load. In a volume rendering

system, the most common causes of communication overheads are an ine�cient load balancing

strategy or an ine�cient use of the architecture's memory resources in trying to provide the cells

with the information needed to perform their assigned tasks.

Table 14 demonstrates the scalability of the volume rendering technique for data sets that

require the use of distributed virtual memory, as well as for those that do not. The AP1000

con�gurations used are rectangular grids of n cells, with one of the cells the master and the

other n � 1 cells in the grid used for rendering. The number of cells used for rendering are

given in the �rst column of Table 14, and all of the cells (including the master cell) are used as

volume data servers in their respective neighborhoods. The rendering, caching, and total times

are reported for each cell con�guration. The speedup column of the table gives the ratio of the

time to render the image on one cell over the time to render the image on n cells. If the desired

linear speedup is obtained, this ratio equals n. The top portion of the table displays the results

of rendering the MRI data set (stored as byte data) with 2 MB of persistent memory and 6

MB of LRU cache. This gives a total of 8 MB of volume memory and the entire volume can be

stored on each cell. For this data set a near linear speedup is achieved, with a speedup of 122

obtained for 127 processing cells.

The middle portion of Table 14 gives the results obtained while rendering the MRI data

when it is stored as oating point data. Because of the large data set size involved, it is not

possible to render it on AP1000 con�gurations of less than seven rendering cells and one master

cell. To obtain a speedup �gure, a single processor rendering time is approximated as the seven

cell rendering time multiplied by seven (5817 seconds). Again, a near linear speedup is obtained,

with the total rendering time for 127 cells approximately 103 times faster than that estimated

for one cell. Note that the rendering time for 127 cells is approximately 122 times faster than the

estimated time for one cell (5670 seconds), similar to the result obtained when no caching was

performed. Unfortunately, the caching time does not scale linearly with respect to the number of

processors used, and does not decrease signi�cantly until 63 or 127 cells are used for rendering.

It is interesting to note that the caching time for 15 cells is actually larger than the caching time

for 7 cells. Since the data set is approximately 28 MB of data and the cells only have 2 MB of
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Number of Volume memory Volume Size Rendering Caching Total Speedup

Cells (MB) (MB) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)

1 8 � 7 6183.25 0.0 6188.48 1.0
3 8 � 7 2119.61 0.0 2121.37 2.9

7 8 � 7 908.50 0.0 909.32 6.8
15 8 � 7 423.94 0.0 424.35 14.6
31 8 � 7 205.13 0.0 205.49 30.1
63 8 � 7 100.94 0.0 101.46 61.0

127 8 � 7 50.07 0.0 50.72 122.0

1 � 5670 � 5817 1.0
7 10 � 28 809.97 20.05 830.93 7.0

15 8 � 28 393.87 21.32 416.42 14.0
31 8 � 28 190.37 18.65 210.22 27.7
63 8 � 28 93.87 13.64 108.84 53.4

127 8 � 28 46.58 8.53 56.59 102.8

1 � 5670 � 5817 1.0
7 10 � 28 809.97 20.05 830.93 7.0

15 10 � 28 384.97 19.56 405.01 14.4
31 10 � 28 186.16 16.80 203.59 28.6
63 10 � 28 91.49 11.98 104.32 55.8
127 10 � 28 45.43 7.63 53.78 108.2

Table 14: Scalability of the rendering system

persistent memory, this data set requires a cell array of 14 nodes or more to be rendered. When

an 8 node cell array is used (7 renderers and 1 master), it is necessary to double the amount of

persistent memory used by each cell. This gives each cell 4 MB of persistent memory and 6 MB

of LRU cache memory with which to perform the rendering, which is 2 MB more than the cells

use for the other cell con�gurations. Because of this extra memory, slightly less time is spent

caching for 7 rendering cells than might be expected, giving a slightly skewed base case for the

calculation of the speedup factor.

The bottom portion of Table 14 uses 4 MB of persistent memory and 6 MB of LRU cache

for all cell array con�gurations. Similar results to the middle portion of Table 14 are obtained,

except that the speedup factor is slightly better due to the small decrease in caching time. A

speedup factor of 108.2 is obtained when the more consistent volume memory sizes are used.

6 Discussion

The main issues involved in implementing a parallel volume renderer on a distributed memory

parallel architecture are the data and work distribution schemes used. The work distribution

scheme is responsible for ensuring that the computational resources are utilized, while the data

distribution scheme is responsible for providing the required data to those computational re-

sources.
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6.1 Work distribution

The adaptive, square work distribution technique provides a compromise between the utilization

of the computational resources and the overheads involved in obtaining that utilization. The

adaptive technique gives similar load balance results to those obtained by the dot mode and

narrow work item work distribution techniques for small work item sizes. For larger work items,

the adaptive technique balances the load across the cells better than the nonadaptive techniques,

with the overheads for the work item timeouts contributing little to the overall rendering times.

A work item size of approximately 10� 10 pixels gives a good load balance with little overhead

for a wide variety of image types and sizes. The work item timeout is useful for placing an

approximate upper limit on the maximum load imbalance of the processors, and a timeout

of one second provides a good compromise between communication overhead and processor

utilization.

6.2 Data distribution

The adaptive square work items used in the work distribution technique are essential to providing

an e�ective distributed virtual memory. Using relatively large, square work items maximizes

the amount of data coherency that is exploited by the distributed virtual memory, resulting in a

very e�ective caching system. Using small work items, narrow work items, or the dot mode work

distribution technique signi�cantly decreases the e�ectiveness of the distributed virtual memory.

Larger square work items result in fewer cache misses, unless the work item size is too large, in

which case the large amount of work item subdivision results in an increase in the number of

cache misses and a decrease in the e�ectiveness of the distributed virtual memory. Again, work

item sizes of approximately 10 � 10 pixels provide high cache hit rates and low overhead for a

large range of image types and sizes.

6.3 Caching

The analysis of the e�ects of the caching scheme presented in Subsection 5.3 revealed several

important factors that were essential in obtaining good performance from the distributed virtual

memory. For volume data sets of approximately 1=8 of the AP1000's combined memory, the

distributed virtual memory system performed very well for a large range of persistent, LRU

cache, and subblock sizes. The amount of persistent memory was found to have little e�ect

on the �nal rendering times, as contention for the AP1000's communication networks was not

an issue for the distributed virtual memory unless it was thrashing. LRU cache sizes of over 2

MB were found to give acceptable performance in most cases. In general, the larger the LRU

cache, the better the �nal rendering performance, although the di�erences were not dramatic

in most cases. Subblock sizes of 128 kB to 8 kB resulted in low overheads. Larger subblocks

caused the distributed virtual memory to thrash in a wider number of circumstances, and smaller

subblock sizes caused a signi�cant amount of caching overhead in transferring the large number

of subblocks between processors. Through experimentation, a subblock size of 64 kB seemed
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to be a good choice for many data sets and many LRU cache sizes. As the volume data sets

became very large and approached the practical limit of 1=4 of the AP1000's combined memory,

smaller subblock sizes (8, 16, and 32 kB subblocks) were necessary to stop the distributed virtual

memory from thrashing. For very large data sets like these, subblock and LRU cache size became

very important as the choices dramatically e�ected the �nal rendering times.

The distributed virtual memory system utilized the data coherence that is inherent in volume

data to obtain high cache hit percentages. For most of the results presented in Section 5,

the cache hit percentages were above 99.9%. Even for the cases when the distributed virtual

memory was thrashing, cache hit percentages remained above 95%. Despite these high cache

hit percentages, caching times at best contributed signi�cantly and at worst dominated, the

rendering times. The percentage of the total rendering time spent caching ranged anywhere

from 0% to over 95%, with a percentage of from 10% to 20% being observed for the better

rendering performances that used the distributed virtual memory. For some of the highest

total rendering times, the time spent caching was an order of magnitude higher than the actual

rendering time. Of the time spent performing the caching, the time spent waiting to receive

volume subblocks was much higher than the time spent providing volume subblocks to other

cells. Rendering the multiple MRI image (four MRI data sets adjacent to each other) with a

subblock size of 8 kB gave an average cache service time of 1.6 milliseconds and an average cache

request time of 22 milliseconds. Because the number of blocks served is the same as the number

of blocks requested, this resulted in the cache request time dominating the overall cache time.

Typically, waiting to receive subblocks accounted for between 75% and 95% of the total caching

time.

One of the reasons that the caching time is dominated by the time spent waiting for volume

subblocks is because of the non-preemptive nature of the cell operating system CellOS. In the

current implementation of the volume renderer, each cell has a single task that performs both the

rendering and the caching for the distributed virtual memory. The rendering is the primary task

of each cell, but when a request for a volume subblock arrives at a cell, that request should be

serviced as quickly as possible. If this service is not performed immediately, the requesting cell

will be blocked waiting for the subblock to arrive. Because CellOS is a non{preemptive operating

system, the rendering task has to poll the message queue periodically while it is performing its

assigned rendering. To avoid a large amount of overhead, this polling action should not be

performed too often. Depending on the data set being rendered, the time between polls can

vary dramatically, and there is no clear frequency that is adequate.

A new version of CellOS is being developed at the Australian National University which

provides preemptive multitasking on the cells. If two task are used, a low priority rendering

task and a high priority distributed virtual memory task, the delays experienced by the cells

that are waiting for volume data to be sent should decrease. That is, the low priority rendering

task will be preempted by the high priority data server task when a volume subblock needs to

be serviced. The high priority task will service all volume subblock requests and on completion

will perform a blocking receive, which in turn allows the rendering task on that cell to run once
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again. This will provide immediate service for all subblocks that are requested with the overhead

of performing two task switches each time the rendering task is preempted. Initial experiences

with the preemptive CellOS indicate that using a high priority distributed virtual memory task

reduces the cache request time signi�cantly. For the multiple MRI image discussed above, the

average cache service time is relatively unchanged (2.9 milliseconds) but the cache request time

is reduced to 5.2 milliseconds. Using the preemptive CellOS typically results in a reduction in

rendering time of from 5% to 15%.

6.4 Scalability

One of the goals of the parallel volume rendering system is to e�ciently render large volume

data sets. To do this, it is important that the system be scalable with respect to the number of

processors and with respect to the amount of memory available. As the number of processors,

and therefore the amount of memory, in an AP1000 increases, the size of the data sets that

can be rendered should increase and the rendering times should decrease. The results presented

in Section 5 support the claim that the algorithm is scalable in both these areas. Near linear

speedups with respect to the number of processors in the system were obtained when the dis-

tributed virtual memory system was required (approximately 108 times the rendering speed of

one cell when 127 cells were used). Because contention does not appear to be a problem for large

LRU cache sizes and relatively small subblock sizes, larger AP1000s should be able to render

larger data sets.

7 Conclusions

The implementation of the volume rendering system described in this paper uses the compu-

tational power and memory resources of the Fujitsu AP1000 to render large three-dimensional

data sets at near-interactive speeds. The implementation of the distributed virtual memory

system for volume data allows the volume renderer to render data sets of up to 0:5 GB. The

distributed virtual memory uses the data coherence that is inherent in volumetric data to main-

tain a relatively low level of communication between processors while providing the necessary

volume data to the processors that need it.

Processor utilization and an even load balance are provided through an adaptive worker-

farm work distribution. When the adaptive work item timeout scheme is used, square work

items provide approximately the same level of processor utilization and load balance as other

techniques. The e�ectiveness of using the data coherence in the distributed virtual memory is

increased dramatically through the use of square work items.

The algorithm scales well as the number of processors is increased, with a reduction in

rendering time by a factor of 122 achieved on a 128 processor AP1000 when all volume data is

stored locally. When the distributed virtual memory is required, rendering times are reduced by

a factor of 108. It is expected that this technique will scale well for rendering larger data sets on

larger processor arrays, as the distributed virtual memory system is relatively e�ective even when
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the entire processor array is treated as a single large neighborhood. Other distributed memory,

message passing architectures should be able to implement similar volume rendering techniques.

It is not clear how e�ectively this algorithm will perform on shared memory architectures, due

to the importance of the LRU cache size and the lack of control that the user generally has over

the distributed data and how it is cached in a shared memory environment.

Using techniques such as those described in this paper, it will be possible to render the

large data sets that will be produced in scienti�c endeavors in the near future. Architectures,

such as the AP1000, are exible and powerful tools, and will provide solutions to many of the

visualization problems that are facing scientists today.
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